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Special features of this course

Target audience
Employees (technicians, supervisors, team managers ■■

and line managers)

Pre-requisites
There are no pre-requisites for this course ■■

Objectives
Understand what the most common economic notions mean■■

Connect those notions and the main business and financial indicators■■

Pinpoint your contributions to the company’s earnings and cash flow ■■

generation

On-the-job benefits
A clearer picture of how your company works from an economic ■■

perspective
A clearer picture of your role and what you contribute to your company’s ■■

business
Pointers to improve the way you manage your operation■■

Benefits for the company
 Help staff to buy into decisions that have a far-reaching impact  ■■

on business
Smooth exchanges and communication on financial issues within  ■■

the company
Align staff to improve business performance■■

Finance for Non-Financial Professionals 
Setting Performance Standards

A business game everyone 
can play
Mr Smith’s project 
Role-play in subgroups: 

You work for Mr Smith. What questions would you like   >

to ask him about the business and financial aspects  
of his new project?
Your are Mr Smith, you founded your company   >

and you are its main shareholder. What questions  
should you be asking yourself? 
You are a banker and Mr Smith is asking you for a loan.  >

What questions do you have to ask him? 

Mr Smith goes for the big league
Game in subgroups: how healthy are the financial balances 
and profits in your business? 

The sales figures are fantastic but the company’s cash  >

has dried up
Your entrepreneurial drive puts you at the helm >

So you track your balance sheet, and profit   >

and loss account

As former General Electric CEO Jack Welch put it, “Getting every employee’s mind into the game is a  >

huge part of what the CEO job is all about… There’s nothing more important.” *
This respected CEO spent 70% to 80% of his time in direct contact with his group’s employees,  >

constantly visiting plants to listen to, motivate and train them.
Every company employee contributes to performance. >

* Straight from the Gut, Pearson Education (12 May 2007)

One 30’ e-learning module

Decoding the balance sheet and income statement

Understanding the content of the balance sheet. ��

Learning the composition of the income statement. ��

Making changes to the balance sheet and P&L. ��

Identifying your contribution to these documents. ��

Analysing a balance sheet and a P&L. ��

One-day classroom course
All the economic issues1_ 

The expectations of financial partners - shareholders •	
and bankers
The issues for the company and for the employees•	
The constraints imposed by outside partners: customers •	
and suppliers

The content of the balance sheet and P&L account2_ 
Know how to read a balance sheet•	
Understand the profit and loss account•	
Pinpoint the role of the main players: General •	
Management, Financial Management and Operational 
Management

How the balance sheet and profit and loss account 3_ 
work

The impact of management decisions on the balance •	
sheet - illustrations using the company of Mr Smith
Impact of management decision on result - illustrations •	
using the company of Mr Smith

The issues and major balances in the balance sheet 4_ 
and P&L account

The major balances in the balance sheet - WC, WCR •	
and cash flow
The analysis of the P&L account - MIS•	

Understand the main performance indicators5_ 
In relation to earnings: EBITDA•	
Value creation: ROCE•	
Cash position: cash, cash flow, free cash flow•	

Your contribution6_ 
On the value creation tree•	
To the free cash flow stream •	

Two 30’ e-learning modules

Analysing and evaluating corporate financial data

Mastering the basics of financial analysis. ��

Using ratios to help with financial analysis. ��

Detecting additional sources of information for financial ��

market stakeholders. 
Understanding scoring and rating: the external view  ��

of banks and financial markets.

Relating your contribution to value creation

Understanding the five fundamentals of value creation. ��

Positioning your role and contribution on the value ��

creation tree. 
Understanding the cash flow statement  ��

and the importance of Free Cash Flow. 
Positioning your role in the cash flow management ��

process.

The finance puzzle: you are at the centre  
of your company’s performance

Programme

e-learning e-learningClassroom trainingInitial
assessment

Final
assessment

Knowledge  
self-assessment

Progress self-assessment
Introduction  
and the first tools Cement knowledge and practice

Classroom training:  
ongoing role-play exercises, case studies,  
peer coaching, individual action plan, etc

Assessments both before and after the course >
E-learning modules accessible for 1 year  >
Personalised support throughout your course >

Key points
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